
lesson four 
chapters 5 + 6

outline

 I Jesus is a Better High Priest (5:1-11)
 II Exhortation #3 (5:12-6:1-3)
 III A Warning (6:4-8)
 IV Encouragement (6:9-12)
 V God’s Promises are Certain (6:13-20)

passages

 I Jesus is a Better High Priest (5:1-10)

  Notes
  Even though the men who followed the line of Aaron and served as high 
  priest were good men and faithful to God, they were still just men. When 
  Jesus serves as our high priest, His example will be greater and  His work will 
  accomplish more.

  Thoughts

  1 The fundamental qualities of every high priest are:

   a He must be _________________________ (5:1) from among the 
   people of God.

   b He must be _________________________ (5:4) by God.

   c He must ________________________________ with the ‘ignorant 
   and wayward’ (5:2).

  2 The fundamental duties of every high priest are:

   a He is a ___________________________, (5:1) representing the 
   people before God. 

   b He is a ______________________________ (Lev 10:10-11).



   c He offers the _____________________________ (5:3).

  3 Jesus’ duties as our high priest are:

   a As a mediator, He ___________________________ for us (1 Jn 
   2:1-2).

   b As a teacher, God has ________________________ to us through 
   Him (Heb 1:2).

   c As our ______________________________, He provides the 
   forgiveness of our sins (Heb 9:13-14).

 II Exhortation #3 (5:11-6:3)

  Notes
  The point of this passage is simple. God expects Christians to grow.

  Thoughts

  1 This exhortation is needed because of the __________________________ 
  of the material (5:11).

  2 It is also needed because of the audience’s _________________________ 
  (5:12-14).

  3 Dead works are the ______________ ________________ of Judaism (6:1).

  4 ‘Laying on of hands’ refers to:

   a The _________________________ of miraculous gifts !see Acts 
   6:6).

   b The _________________________ of the sick !see Matt 7:32).

  5 They were struggling with thoughts about the _______________________ 
  (6:2).
  
 



 III A Warning (6:4-8)

  Notes
  This passage presents a clear and frightening message - it is possible to ‘fall 
  from grace’ !see also Gal 5:4).

  Thoughts

  1 Those who potentially ‘fall away’ were at one time Christians and had fully 
  embraced that life:

   a They were once _____________________________. This would 
   seem to be connected to their initial conversion. 

   b They ‘______________________ the heavenly gift,’ which suggests 
   a deep personal experience.

   c They ‘______________________ the Holy Spirit.’ (See Acts 2:38)

   d They have ‘_____________________ the goodness of the Word of 
   God’ which suggests they were taught and understood the Gospel 
   with great conviction.

   e They have ‘_____________________ the powers of the age to 
   come’ suggesting they shared the power of the Holy Spirit and its 
   accompanying miracles during the time of their conversions and early 
   belief.

  2 Two reasons are given to explain why restoration of these people will be 
  impossible: 

   a They have _______________________ away. The question we 
   must ask here is not ‘Will God forgive?’ it is ‘Will man repent?’ 

   b If they publicly _________________________ Jesus they take the 
   place of those who originally put Him on the cross (Matt 27:22,39).

  3 A short parable is told which illustrates three things:

   a ______________________ for those unwilling to repent.



   b The divine principle that where _____________________ is given, 
   much is required !see also Lk 12:41-53).

   c A Christian must bear __________________ or run the risk of 
   destruction.

 IV Encouragement (6:9-12)

  Notes
  The author is confident that these people will make the right decisions and 
  not become sinful and leave their faith in Jesus Christ.

  Thoughts

  1 There are three reasons why the author is optimistic:

   a God’s divine _________________________ (6:10).

   b Their diligent _________________________ (6:10).

   c The _________________________ of those who came before 
   (6:11-12).

 V God’s Promises are Certain (6:13-20)

  Notes
  The hope of heaven is the anchor of the Christian life. The promises of God 
  are dependable and unbreakable. When those ideas unite it is easy to see the 
  certainty of God’s promises.

  Thoughts

  1 Abraham obtained the promise of God by ________________________ 
  and showing patience (6:15).

  2 God can’t _____________________________ so His promises are true 
  when they’re made and when they’re fulfilled (6:18).
  
  3 The inner place behind the ______________________ represents the 
  dwelling place of God, for Christians, Heaven. 


